
 
 
 
Position: VP of Engineering  
 
Starting Salary: $80,000 - 100,000 a year, healthcare and incentive units.  
 
Location: Anywhere in the US, Offshore okay but with different compensation arrangements.  
 
Time: Fulltime 
 
Six Lambda is a RegTech startup in greater Philadelphia whose mission is to  remove friction in 
regulatory processes. Launched last summer, we’ve seen significant demand for our initial 
product, a political contribution surveillance tool.  We need a hard working, motivated, boots 
on the ground engineer to support our CTO. We expect our product to cash flow quickly, and 
have professional investor backing.  
 
You will learn our system architecture and be able to make quick updates, fixes, and tweaks as 
necessary.  At the center of our system is a robust, Postgresql database.  This database is driven 
by bots and scrapers which troll public information databases daily to keep our centralized 
repository of data up to date.  You will need to create scripts and tools to monitor the efforts of 
those bots to check for inconsistencies and errors and make sure the system is performing at all 
time. You will also code new bots and scrapers as the needs arise to populate our database. 
Finally, you will scope new feature request, prioritize their implementation, and make sure we 
deliver a product that our users love.  You will report to the CTO.  
 
You need to be a highly organized programmer, attentive to details, and a good communicator. 
Excellent coding, problem solving and people skills are required, but beyond that we are open 
to anyone.  We are built on a full open-stack. At a minimum, you should be deeply proficient 
with: 
 

● Python, especially using Scrapyd API 
● Git, Bitbucket Version Control tools 
● Postgresql, Redis 
● Django, Bootstrap, Stripe API, HTML 5 
● Linux System Administration, Docker, AWS RDS, EC2 
● Sentry.io, ELK Stack (not required but helpful) 
● Apache Airflow, Spark, and Kafka experience a plus (not required)  

 
We can offer a competitive salary and equity package along with healthcare, dental, and other 
benefits.  We work on Slack and Jira primarily, and have 3 scrums at 9 am EST Monday, 
Wednesday, and Fridays.  
 
Who should apply?  You should be a competent programmer with a portfolio of work to show. 
You should have at least 3 years of experience in a full-stack developer role. If you think you like 



 
what you see, please apply.  We are going to be successful. You will help us get there.  We are 
an equal opportunity employer.  Please send a resume, any portfolio work links, and a brief 
intro to jobs@sixlambda.com.  
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